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Deloitte GAF Generator
Helping you stay GST - compliant

When GST was introduced in Malaysia, the Royal Malaysian
Customs Department (RMCD) had recommended businesses
enhance their systems to enable the production of a “GST
Audit File” or GAF for short. The GST audit file was intended to
make things simpler for businesses and the RMCD to share
information for audit and ongoing compliance purposes.
However, many businesses have either not implemented the
GAF or have a version that is no longer compliant. One of the
critical reasons has been the cost, firstly in implementing and
then secondly in continuously updating and upgrading to meet
the change in requirements (there have been a number of
changes in the past 12 months).
We are glad to inform you that Deloitte has developed its own
proprietary tool, GAF Generator that can generate a GST
compliant GAF, at a reasonable cost without the administrative
headaches.
What is the GAF Generator?
The GAF generator allows the generation of a GAF File using a
custom interface, without requiring any enhancement or
upgrades to your existing systems. As part of our subscription
service, we offer ongoing maintenance and updates, so you

would never have any concerns about your GAF being no
longer compliant.
Why choose us?
The Deloitte GAF Generator offers the following advantages:
·

Generate a compliant GAF that is easy to implement,
up to date and non-intrusive.

·

Handle both the generation and validation of your GAF
files without sending data outside of the company.

·

Allow your team to establish an efficient process for
generating the GAF file using your accounting software
data outputs.

·

Prepare a list of potential errors that exist in the GAF
file for you to examine. Importantly, the solution is
developed and maintained by Deloitte.

·

Available at competitive monthly and annual
subscription rates which includes all maintenance and
updates to the software

·

The tool can be hosted on your own servers to allow
you to generate a GAF or if you prefer, we can generate
a GAF and provide this to you.

Want to know more or interested to see a
demonstration?
Feel free to contact any of our specialists listed below.
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